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Weekly review for the week ending 29 December 2017 

 
 
Money Market: Market participants borrow 22.3billion from SLF. 

 
Market recorded a surplus of Rs.9.7billion at the end of the week and 
overnight repo was exchanged between 7.45%-8.05% levels in the market. 

Central bank was seen conducting Repo auctions and absorbed 

Rs.44.35billion at 7.25%.  

 

 
 

Government Securities Market Review        
Treasury bill Market:  Yields decline at a steady pace. 

 
Total issued amount and accepted through auction was Rs.12.5billion.3months 
bills was not offered through auction while 6months bill decreased by 10 basis 
points to 8.30% showing the most interest by investors compared to the  
benchmark 1year bill which only decreased by 2basis points to 8.90%. 
 

 
 

 
 
Bond Market: Yields decrease at a steady pace on last trading day of the year. 

 
Activity in the bond market started in a rather gloomy state but yields were 
seen decreasing 5-15 basis points compared to last week as traders traded 
cautiously until clear indication was given through monetary policy. The 
weighted averages on the bond auction which was held on 28 Dec are as 
follows:-  15/12/2020 –   8billion at   9.55% 

01/06/2026 – 22billion at 10.06% 
The liquid 2 year was quoted 9.20/30 on Friday closing. 

 

 International Forex Market 
The dollar continued to fall against other major currencies on Friday, 
the last trading day of the year. Trading volumes are expected to 
remain thin ahead of the New Year’s Day holiday weekend. The U.S. 
dollar index was down at 92.09. 

Local Forex Market 
The rupee depreciated to 153.30/60 compared to last week’s closing of 
152.80/85 as inward remittances and exporter dollar sales surpassed 
demand for the US currency from importers. The rupee was seen 
depreciating against all other major currencies this week. 

 
 
Commodity Markets  
 
 Oil: U.S. oil prices hit their highest since mid-2015 on the final trading 

day of the year as an unexpected fall in American output and a fall in 
commercial crude inventories stoked buying. Brent crude futures were 
also up rising to $66.61 a barrel 

 Gold: Gold prices hit a fresh one-month high on Friday in holiday-
thinned trading and were on track for its best annual gains since 2010 
as weakness in the dollar supported the precious metal. Comex gold 
futures rose to $1,298.70 a troy ounce. 

 
Economic updates - Local & Foreign. 
 
 Sri Lanka keeps policy rates unchanged. 
 SL Dec. Avg annual inflation rate was 6.6%, consumer prices was at 

7.1% Y/Y. 
 Sri Lanka November NCPI down to 8.4-pct. 
 Sri Lanka govt approves USD 1Bn financial city complex. 
 SL official reserves increased to $ 7.5 billion at end October 2017. 
 China funds cut equity exposure to over one-year low, boost bonds. 
 Trump signs tax, government spending bills into law. 
 U.S. third quarter economic growth lowered to 3.2 percent. 

Stock Market – Review 

 

At the end of the week the ASPI has gain 18.96 points to finish at 6,369.26 
while the S & P SL20 index which tracks the 20 largest capitalized stocks 
traded on the CSE has also gain 0.55 points and ended at 3,671.72. The 
average turnover for the week ending 29/12/2017 was around Rs.255Million. 
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